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MOVING FILLETSTERS AND SASH FILLETSTERS
By Herb Kean
Let’s start with a few simple definitions. A filletster is nothing more than a plane that cuts a flat
surface (either in a corner like a rabbet plane, or in a
groove like a dado plane) -- except it has a fence. The
English call it a fillister, and the Americans call it a
filletster.
A moving filletster cuts on the front, or “fore”,
side of the work, while a sash filletster cuts on the
back, or “far”, side of the work. Some have their
shaving escapements open on the right side, and consequently throw the shavings “on-the-bench”. Others
open on the left side, and throw the shavings “off-thebench”. Some have only a portion of the sole exposed
to the blade, and some have the full sole exposed.

MOVING FILLETSTER, without
arms
Fence slides under the body. Nicker and/or depth stop
on the right side. (Rarely found with no stop.) Shaving escapement is a wedge-shaped opening to the
right. Blade is only partially exposed across the sole.
Predominately right tip leading, particularly in American and English planes. Boxed on the right side (if
boxed).

All have a skewed blade (except a rare few early
ones). Most have the right tip of the blade leading.
Some moving filletsters have arms and others don’t.
All sash filletsters have arms. These and other variables will be covered under the individual models described below. The questions most asked about filletsters will be found at the end of the article (if you
are still awake by then).
******************************************
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Photo No. 1 -- Moving filletster, side view.

“Is this your last Tool Shed? It is if the
address label says, Expires June 2006.”
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Tailgate Sale - Catered Lunch
Displays - Prizes
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President’s Corner
By the time you get this
newsletter the summer will be
coming to an end. It often feels
like I am running out of time to
get all those jobs done I put on
a summer “to do” list. Its tough
fitting in all those “Home” type jobs and also do the
“Tool” things. To the pleasure of my wife I did do some
landscaping that included building retaining walls. I also
finished the exterior trim on twenty-five windows I put in
this year. On days when the temperature was 90 degrees or
above I worked inside, usually in the basement on tools. I
was glad we had a heat wave the beginning of August! Of
course weekends entail getting up early and hitting garage
sales and flea markets. I often run in to other tool collectors and many are CRAFTS members. Go figure! If you
don’t find a tool on a weekend you are just not looking. It
doesn't have to be a sparkler, just something to restore,
investigate or ponder upon. Of course the yearly vacation
to New England is coming up. This year my wife informed
me a niece was getting married in Maine, and would I be
interested in going. Well! I suggested we plan a whole
week up there just so we don’t have to rush around. I will
be leaving in a week and anticipate plenty of time to explore antique alley, Carters in Portsmouth, NH, the Maine
Rt. 1 antiques shops and some backcountry shops. I will be
sure to eat plenty of seafood (lobster), and visit some upnorth friends.
When I return I will start getting ready for the next
year of school. I am very lucky to be teaching Woodworking and Architecture to middle school students. I am proud
of the support CRAFTS offers youngsters with our endowment programs. Page 7 of this issue presents two winners
of our newly expanded Micalizzi's endowment. We
reached out to South New Jersey and CRAFTS member
Josh Kavett, who teaches Metal Working at North Burlington Regional High School. He teaches one of the few metalworking programs still being offered in New Jersey.
Of course the start of school also signals another tool
event—the CRAFTS picnic. September 10 will again offer
sunshine and blue skies for all attending. The tailgating
will begin at 8:00AM, and is free to members only. Prizes
are already purchased for the exhibits. It may take a little
work to put together a display but the appreciation of the
membership and the fine awards are well worth the efforts
on your part. As always we ask all members to bring a
desert. I can’t bake but the corner deli makes great apple
pie.
If you have been coming to our past meetings you will
have noticed our attendance has been improving. I am sure
this is attributable to our great speakers. Our next meeting
offers a surprise. So keep Nov. 5 open on your calendar.
Sorry I can’t tell you who it is. I have been sworn to secrecy, if I told you I would have to shoot you. See you at the
picnic.
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(Continued from page 1)

Photo No. 4 -- Moving filletster (No. 3) front view.

Photo No. 2 -- Moving filletster (No. 1) front view.

MOVING FILLETSTER, with arms
Fence slides under the body. Nicker and/or depth stop on
the right. Predominately right tip leading. Slide or screw
arms. Boxed on right (if boxed).
Photo No. 5 -- Moving filletster, wedge escapement
opens right (on the bench). Blade only partially exposed
across the sole, side view.

Photo No. 3 -- Moving filletster, round escapement opens
left (off the bench). Blade fully exposed across the sole,
side view.

Photo No. 6 -- Moving Filletster (No. 5 ) front view.
(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3)

SASH FILLETSTER, off-the-bench

SASH FILLETSTER, on-the-bench

Full blade exposure, opens left, depth stop outside
body. Right tip leading, boxed on left.

Full blade exposure, opens right. Depth stop mortised internally into a rabbet in the left side of the
body. Left tip leading, no nicker, boxed on left. Mortised fence to accept depth stop. Slide arms early;
screw arms later.

a) 18th century (mostly): Round escapement, no
nicker, slide arms. Mortised fence to accept depth
stop.
b) 19th century: Wedge escapement, nicker , slide
or screw arms. Most often mortised fence to accept
depth stop. Sometimes boxed across the full sole.

Photo No. 9 -- Sash Filletster, side view.

Photo No. 7 -- Sash Filletster, 19th century, side view.

Photo No. 10 -- Sash Filletster (No. 9) front view.

Photo No. 8 -- Sash filletster (No. 7) front view.

(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

QUESTIONS

COMBINATION SASH AND
MOVING
FILLETSTER

Q. --Why use a sash filletster to cut the same
rabbet that a moving filletster could cut?

Fence slides under the body, full blade exposure, round escapement. Nickers and/or depth
stops on both sides, boxed on both sides. A rare
few have one stop outside the body and the other
stop inside the body, but most have both stops
outside. Some have right tips leading and open
left. Some have left tips leading and open right.
English ones are mostly slide arms, while American ones are rare and almost always screw
arms.

ABOUT

FILLETSTERS

A. -- There are two reasons, both pretty good.
First: the sash filletster cuts from the back side of
the work so that the putty rabbet and the molding
cuts on the sash bar are fenced from the same side
of the work. This yields a better controlled center
fillet dimension of the bar. (See Sketch No.1.)
Second: making both cuts from the same side
means that the bar doesn’t have to be turned
around to get the second cut. This saves time and
effort.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Photo No. 11 -- Combination Sash and Moving Fillester,
side view.

Q. -- Which sash filletster came first: “on-thebench” or “off-the-bench”?
A. -- In England, the on-the-bench started in the
18th century, and the off-the-bench followed in
the 19th century. In the USA, the on-the-bench
started in the 18th century, but the off-the-bench
style is rare because the “stick and rabbet”planes
cut the rabbet and the molding simultaneously,
and they originated here in the 18th century also.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q. -- Why are there both round-eye and
wedge-shaped escapements?

Photo No. 12 -- Combination Sash and Moving
Fillester (No. 11) front view.

A. -- A round-eye escapements is used where the
plane is occasionally required for plunging
(where it is cutting a groove with shoulders on
both sides of the cut). ----- The less expensive
wedge-shaped escapement is used where there is
only one shoulder involved in the cut (a rabbet).
-----------------------------------------------------------(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

-------------------------------------------------------Q. -- Why do sash filletsters have full length
arms when they would only need short arms
to get across the width of the sash bar?
A. -- In many cases the sash bar was held in
place with a Sticking Board, which created extra width between the fence and the blade. (See
Sketch No. 2) Also, the sash filletsters were
probably used in some functions requiring the
full length arms, in addition to their normal job,
similar
to
the
moving
filletster.

Q. -- If the cut is smoother when the leading
edge is into the shoulder, why do so many
off-the-bench 19c. sash filletsters have their
right tips leading, which puts their trailing
edges into the shoulder?
A. -- That’s a tough one. A couple of knowledgeable guys speculate that maybe it was
cheaper to have the tooling set up to skew the
blade mortises all one way, and let the nicker
make up for the “wrong way” skew. Got any
other ideas?
**************************************
**************************************
Author’s Note: -- Thanks to Ted Ingraham,
Jack Whelan and Chuck Granick for their help
in this article. However, if I screwed up one of
these puzzling variables, don’t blame them. My
head is still spinning.

Obituary

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q. -- Why do sash filletsters have the full
blade exposed to the sole when they only cut
the narrow putty rabbet?
A. -- It’s possible that they merely followed the
full blade sole of the earlier armed moving filletster. They also might have been used for a
shallow plunge cut.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q. -- If a sash filletster only cuts with the
grain, why does it need a nicker?
A. -- The nicker helps produce a smoother cut
when the grain is not perfectly straight, or when
the blade is skewed in a manner that the trailing
edge is into the shoulder of the cut rather than
the leading edge. It also allows a deeper cut,
making it a more economical operation.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Earnest David Paling
1935 - 2006
Dave Paling passed away on Sunday July 23, 2006 as a result of heart
failure. He was 71. His children were
at his bedside.
Although he lived in San Francisco, California Dave was from New
Jersey and was a well known personality at every major tool event on the
east coast, buying and selling rare and
unique tools. The quantity and quality
of his inventory was simply amazing.
Anyone who ever attended a CRAFTS
auction knew who Dave was. His
auction number was the one most announced as the winning bidder. Dave
will be sorely missed.
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The 2006 Dominic Micalizzi Memorial Fund Scholarship Award Winners
The first photo is of Bill Moore. The second photo is of Steve Welsh. Both of these students are graduating from my school,
Burlington Regional High School, Columbus, NJ. I split the $500 equally because both of these gentlemen were deserving of
the honor. I thank the club for making the funds available for these deserving students. - - - - - Joshua Kavett

William D. Moore
Trenton, NJ 08620
Dear Mr. Kavett,
I am proud to be the recipient of the Dominic Micalizzi Memorial Fund Scholarship, as it will help me in paying for my
education.
Over the past couple of years, I have been involved with
different mechanical activities through the agricultural shop program. In ninth grade I took Small Engines, in 10th grade I took
Agricultural Mechanics, in 11th grade I took Equipment MainteBill Moore and his teacher Josh Kavett
nance, and in 12th grade I took advanced Agricultural Mainteth
th
nance. During 11 and 12 grade I was involved with FFA’s Agricultural Mechanics competitions where
I won 1st place at the state level and a gold medal at the national level. I have also been involved with my
own projects such as my 1991 Chevrolet C1500 and my Chevrolet Camaro.
After high school, I plan on receiving my Associates Degree from Lincoln Technical Institute in Philadelphia, Pa for Automotive Mechanics. After graduating Lincoln Technical Institute, I plan on maintaining a 40 hour a week job, while taking night courses at a separate school to further my education in hopes
of someday owning and managing my own shop.
Thank you for selecting me to receive this scholarship as it will go to help me further my education.
Sincerely,
William D. Moore
To Mr. J. Kavett
Metal Shop Teacher, Northern Burlington H.S.
Columbus, NJ
Re: Thank you for the CRAFTS scholarship money.
I would like to thank you for the $250. I am greatly
appreciative of it and look forward to putting that money
toward any apprenticeship fees, tools and equipment
needed.
I’ve taken all metal shop courses offered. I’ve also
taken Small Engines, Wood 1, and Graphics Design1 and
2. In each of these classes I’ve learned about different
Steve Welsh being congratulated by Josh Kavett
tools and trades and have completed many projects.
During my time in Metal Shop, I’ve completed numerous projects, including my own design of a flower done in
steel, a brass hammer, a lamp designed around my name and numerous castings. I’ve also learned a lot about certain trades, how they work, how to use certain tools, and in general, ways to expand my thinking. I have learned
how to design and complete projects in metal, wood and graphics design.
I am currently employed at Home Depot where I work in the paint department. I’ve been trained about all different paints, bases and the different tools/materials in the store. I work part time there now, working close to 40
hours a week. I am soon going to be transferred to the Electrical Department where I can further pursue my career
goal as a certified electrician. 5-10 years from now I hope to have my license as a certified electrician, either working for the Union or self employed. That is what I’m most interested in and what I have my mind set on. I’m willing to take the necessary classes I need and work to get to where I want to be.
Thank you,
Steve Welsh
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Horn Comb Making - presented at the June meeting by Troy Boyer
By Troy Boyer and Dave Nowicki

Before the advent of plastic, combs for grooming, hygiene and adornment were made from naturally occurring material. For the upper class,
some were made from
fine materials such as
ivory and tortoise shell
and those that were
meant to be worn in
the hair were often
adorned with silver,
gold and gemstones.
For everyone else horn,
primarily steer horn,
was the material of
choice, whether for
grooming or adornment. The craft of
horn comb making
originated in Europe
Troy Boyer - presenter
and was brought to
America with the first
immigrants. In early America the craft was centered
in Massachusetts around the town of Leominster
where, at its peak, about 200 craftsmen plied their
trade. In addition to combs, hornsmiths also made
other useful items such as buttons, cups, whetstone
holders and powder horns.
But this story is about the Crouse family whose
ancestors came to Pennsylvania from Germany in
the 1750’s and settled in Lancaster County. Troy
Boyer and his four cousins are the seventh American
generation of this family of combmakers whose ancestors fought in the Revolutionary War.
In the late eighteen hundreds all combs were
made from horn and plastic didn’t make an appearance until after World War I. To begin the horn
making process, and it is quite a process, requires as
many as 27 steps from the raw horn to a finished
comb. The horn has to come from a steer that is at
least three years old in order for it to be large
enough to be worked. Cow horn as an alternative is
simply too thin. Other types of horn have been successfully used in comb making, such as buffalo and
rhinoceros, but are not practical. You’d think that
acquiring the necessary horn would be an easy task
given the large number meat packing companies in
the U.S. but according to Troy most steers don’t get
to be three years old. As a matter of fact the
Crouse’s are using horn from a stockpile that was
acquired during the 1950’s. What available commercial supplies there are, are being actively sought
by hornsmiths around the world, driving the prices

Horn at the beginning of the process
to a level that may be beyond the break-even point
for the Crouse’s. The tips and the thin ends of the
horn are cut off. The tips will be used for buttons
and drinking cups and the ends are ground up for
fertilizer. The horn is then cut down one side with a
saw. Troy’s grandfather Atlee used to cut the horn
freehand on a table saw making a gentle “S” curve
that followed the curvature of the horn. No one today in the Crouse
family is willing to
try that. Atlee’s skill
was such that he had
all of his fingers
when he died. The
horn is then heated
in beef tallow or oil
to a temperature of
340 degrees where it
will be absorbed
making the horn very
flexible. From there
the horn goes into a
press, lined with
leather, to be flattened. The tools for
comb making are,
except for a few specialty items,
A print of an early combmaker
basically the
same as those for working wood, i.e. saw, plane, etc.
Next, the flattened horn is planed to an even thickness and readied for the next operation, the cutting
of the teeth. The teeth cutting operation was labor
intensive for the early combmaker. They were
sawed out one at a time. In England a machine,
called the Twinning machine, was developed to cut
the teeth using a series of knives thus providing a
(Continued on page 9)
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mechanical process for this tedious job. It was
called the Twinning machine because it cut two
identical combs at the same time, where the
waste cut from the teeth in one comb become
the teeth for the other. The Crouse Twinning
machine is the last machine in the US known to

of stitched together dried corn husks were
charged with a mix of pumice or coal ash and
water and were better able to get between the
comb teeth and actually held the pumice better

Anna-Eberly Crouse at the corn
husk polishing wheel. She is
Troy’s great-great grandmother.
Horn which has been flattened and planed.
be still working. At this stage the comb material is so flexible that the two combs can be literally pulled apart with no damage to either one.
After the teeth are cut the combs are put into a
wooden press for up to six months. The combs
must be covered while in the wood press because moths will eat the combs if left unprotected. There are still many individual processes to go, namely burring, grinding, buffing and
polishing, before a finished comb is produced.

than any other type of wheel. Grailling or tapering the teeth comes next. Grailling used to
be done with a specialized file called a graille
but today a motorized wheel takes its place.
After a final polishing a stainless steel back is
attached to the finished comb. The yield from
each horn is between four and eight combs. At
the height of the Crouse factory production, in

Grailling with motorized wheel.
Combs as they come from the Twinning
Machine.
Years ago the polishing and buffing was done
using a foot powered wheel made of corn
husks. These wheels, approximately eighteen
inches in diameter and six to eight inches thick,

1933, twelve men could each make about one
hundred and forty four combs per day which
made the total output at twelve gross or 1728
combs per day. A gross sold for $14.
(Continued on page 10)
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After the meeting Troy and his father brought out
a box of horn combs of various sizes, most of which
had been made by his grandfather, Atlee, and offered
them for sale to the attendees. The price for the largest
of these combs was a very reasonable $7.25. This
was quite a treat for me and I didn’t hesitate to buy
one. Having grown during the nineteen-fifty’s in suburbia I don’t remember ever seeing a horn comb before.-ED
Troy’s grandfather, Atlee Crouse, who has been
called “one of America’s folk life treasures” by David
Fooks, Director of the Kutztown Pennsylvania German Festival, passed away last October and it appeared this centuries-old craft might pass away with
him. Fortunately, two of Crouse’ grandsons, Randy
Crouse and Ronnie Crouse, had been apprenticing
with him before his death. These two were joined by
three of their cousins, Tom Crouse, Mark Crouse and
Troy Boyer, in purchasing the tools and raw materials
they would need to continue the tradition from their
grandfather’s estate. “It will take a great investment of

Horn combs made by the Crouse family.
labor, learning and money to keep this going,” said
Randy, elected shop steward by the group, “but this
family tradition has faced dire circumstances before,
and we have continued on. Our generation will not let
it die, we want it to be there for the next generation
and the next to carry on.” With the loss of Atlee (the
last person in the United States who could remember
hornsmithing as both an art and a full fledged business) the Crouse family has persevered through the
boom in plastics that wiped out all of the other horn
combmakers. A fire destroyed their great grandfather’s
factory in 1954, and a lessening supply (and the greater price) of steer horn challenges their preservation of
this lost craft.
“We didn’t decide to carry this on
to make money from it. In fact, we don’t know if
we’ll make any”, “Randy says. “A lot of people, not
knowing the history or the great amount of labor in-

volved in the process of making combs, think we are
making some strange novelty item and won’t spend a
dollar or two more for a horn comb when they can buy
a cheap plastic one.” It takes over twenty-seven steps
to turn a raw horn into a comb, but at the end of the
process, one winds up with a smoothly polished piece
that reveals the beauty of the horn’s natural coloration.
For practical purposes, the Crouses claim that a horn
comb is superior to plastic in that it never causes static
and moves through the hair more smoothly. Of
course, horn combs are indeed unique, and it is this
quality that the Crouses hope will bring people into
their tent at the Kutztown Pennsylvania German Festival, where they were demonstrating their craft during
the July 4th week. “They won’t see anything else like
it at the festival or anywhere else in America, and we
want to show people the process of making combs and
our pride in carrying on the tradition.”
It is this sense of family tradition that may be the
most unique thing about the Crouse cousins, all in
their thirties. While combmaking was always the
main focus of that tradition, the Crouses, over the centuries were also true hornsmiths, making things long
made from horn, including buttons, cups, shoe horns,
and powder horns. Atlee extended the tradition to
include innovative items, such as round beads and
other jewelry and reproduction pieces, such as large
Norse drinking cups and hornhooks. The new generation of hornsmiths also plan to be innovative while
they can be, but they expect not to be distracted from
their two major goals: to make the best horn combs
possible and to teach the next generation how to do it.
There are fewer and fewer people who remember
when horn combs are common. There are even fewer
craft traditions remaining in America that have passed
down in a single family from before the founding of
the country.
Troy Boyer, the presenter, was recently the first
Executive Director of the Pennsylvania German Society and a director of the Historical Society of the Cocalico Valley. A PhD candidate in Folklore at Indiana
University, he teaches in the American Studies department at Penn State Harrisburg. He resides in Ephrata,
Pennsylvania with his wife and son.
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AFTER 32 YEARS
The nice part of collecting is the excitement of
finding a treasure. Sometimes it comes in the most
unexpected places. Such was the case on one of our
recent “rides”.
Doris had broken her foot, and we hadn’t been out
for a few Sundays because of it. She just felt awkward
hobbling around in that Buck Roger’s boot of a cast
that they use today, instead of the plaster-of-paris of
old. We decided to hit one of our favorite spots: Lake
Wallenpaupack in the Poconos.
It was a gorgeous day and the flea markets were
packed. Not that I expected to get anything good at
11:00. But I knew the drill, and got my usual couple of
$2 items, some black electrical tape, and twine to tie
up the newspapers for the garbage man. Not very exciting.
But lunch was terrific! Whether we were just exceptionally hungry, or the lake looked great or what,
we pigged down an enormous meal. Unfortunately
that always makes me sleepy, and Doris keeps a close
check on my drooping eyelids as we motor along.
One way to combat this problem is to stop at any
yard sale that looms up, regardless of how much
clothes and plastic toys are showing. So, as we headed
home on US Route 6, we stopped almost every mile or
so. It wasn’t a total waste as Doris got some books for
25 cents apiece and I found a pair of leather straps that
I needed to complete my tree climbers. (Not that I had
any intentions of climbing again; it was just nice to
have them hanging in the basement -- as if they could
be used).

that would pay for our lunch. He apologized for the
price that he had to get for it (which was about a third
of it’s value) and I didn’t even dicker. You are probably saying to yourself at this point, “Kean is getting
senile if he thinks this makes a good story.”
But here is where Lady Luck stepped in. I halfheartedly mentioned that it was missing the cutter. No
sooner were the words out of my mouth, then I wondered why I bothered to say that. In the 32 years that I
had been collecting, and for the dozens of these rules
that I have seen, I had yet to find one with the cutter.
But he screwed up the side of his face and seemed to
remember something laying next to it at the yard sale
where he bought it. He asked me what the cutter
looked like. Damn, what an embarrassment, -- I didn’t
even know! So I just blubbed-blubbed an answer and
asked where he bought it. Not more than a few hundred yards down the road at his neighbor’s place. I
rushed for the car, but realized that Doris could only
make turtle speed with her injured foot. “I’ll be right
back”, I shouted to her -- which she didn’t hear anyway.

At the neighbors yard sale-- there it was. Or rather
there was a cutter that just HAD to be the one. After
listening to the owner explain to me that it was some
type of a can opener, I paid him his $1 and rushed
back to see if it fit. Like a glove!! The truth is it also
fits the rule that I have in my collection, so I guess
they are generic.
It made my day, and it certainly improved this
Kean Kuttins.

Then it happened! One of the yard sales had a few
ratty tools, and in desperation I bought them, rationalizing that I needed something to fix up. The dealer got
all excited when he remembered that just that morning
he had been out on the same route that I was following
and got a “great tool”. I appeared interested, but secretly felt the same skepticism that I learned was probably going to be the case. “Sure”, let’s have a look”, I
droned.
It surprised me, because it wasn’t half bad. It was
a 6 foot wallpaper rule in very nice condition. Not
what I would call a great tool, but certainly something
THE TOOLSHED—June 2006
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About the Hooks
by Phil Lothrop

I don’t show my tool collection to everyone, having
realized a long time ago that most people think it’s crazy to
collect old tools… maybe they’re right. So, when people
come for dinner or the evening, we entertain them upstairs
and they’re none the wiser. We talk about politics, the
weather, sports, horses, but rarely tools. Little do they
know that in the basement the walls are lined with pegboard and a thousand antique tools are, for the most part,
hanging on pegboard hooks.
Actually, I hate pegboard: the holes are never where
you want them; the hooks are either too long or too short.
But, pegboard works for lots of stuff and I haven’t found a
better way.
When we moved to Delaware and bought this house it
had a large finished basement with nice paneling. I took
some flack when I covered all the nice paneling with pegboard. I got away with it by promising that I would not put
any tools in the dining room. Alas, the basement walls are
full and I’m looking at other rooms.
One Sunday old friends Tom and Carol were scheduled
to come for dinner. They called last minute and said that
out-of-state friends had dropped in and they would either
have to bring them or cancel. We said, “Bring them”.
So, around five in the afternoon they all arrived: Tom
and Carol, Rich and Joan. While the girls retired to the living room, we guys stood around in the kitchen with beer
and snacks.
After we wore out the subjects of pro–football players
making way too much money, who might be thinking about
running for president, and “what about those gas prices”,
Tom said, “Phil, why don’t you show Rich here your tool
collection?” Oh-oh!
With the foreboding of having to answer the usual
questions (how much did all this cost? what will you do
with them? and, last but not least: what does Marge think
about all this?). I said, sure.
We gathered up our beer, a handful of snacks, and went
downstairs. Tom and I chatted about stuff while Rich
walked around, sipping his beer, looking, but not saying a
word. No questions.
After about twenty minutes of this I figured that everyone had had enough and said, “maybe we should go up and
get a fresh beer; the girls will start to complain about our
absence soon”.
I was right about Tom who sprinted for the stairs. Rich
still had said nothing and I was waiting for the “How much
did all this cost?” question.
Halfway up the stairs he stopped, turned, and said, Can
I ask you a question?” I knew it! Here comes the money
question. I said, “Sure”.
But, no! He asks: “How many pegboard hooks do you
figure you have here?”
I was astounded. Of all the possible questions… pegboard
hooks?

TOOL EVENTS 2006
September 8 - 9 Martin Donnelley Antique Tool Auction
Holiday Inn Everett Tpke. Nashua, NH
www.mjdtools.com

September 10 CRAFTS Picnic at Brady Camp
Potterstown, NJ (Lamington Exit 26 on Rt.78)
Catered Lunch, Contests, Displays, Tool Sale starts 8AM

October 20 - 21 Brown’s 29th Antique Tool Sale
and Auction at the Sheraton Inn Harrisburg, PA
Www.FineToolJ.com/Browns

November 5th - CRAFTS Meeting 1PM HOST Masonic
Lodge Highbridge, New Jersey www.craftsofnj.org


WANT ADS
Must sell my entire tool collection. Hundreds of tools in
good clean condition. Call Art Gatti---973-374-0554--for appointment.
Need help disposing of your tools or home items? Entire
or partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky,
(908)534-2710.
Seeking: McKinnon axe of Rockaway, NJ made between
1845 and 1905. Please call Stephen at (732) 682-8236.
Wanted: Foot powered band saw for collection and to
demonstrate. Need not be complete. Have other foot
powered machinery for possible trade. Ed Hobbs
(919) 828-2754, hobbsed@portbridge.com
Wanted: Napanoch Axes and other items from Napanoch, NY Robert Arra (845) 647-1213, homefixer@hvc.rr.com
Wanted: North Bros. non-ratcheting screwdrivers, No’s.
90 and 95, good plus or better condition, various lengths.
Dave Nowicki (215) 576-5527, dnowicki@verizon.net
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